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Bashamichi Taproom 

"Beer & BBQ"

A must for beer lovers, Bashamichi Taproom is one of several outlets for

Baird Beer, a small brewery dedicated to making flavorsome beers using

traditional malted barley, whole flower hops and soft Numazu water. The

three-story Taproom has a long bar on the ground floor, a large room with

bar and table seating on the second floor and a rooftop beer garden. The

range of beers on tap include brown ale, pale ale, IPAs, a lager, a stout,

and amber ale, as well as seasonal choices and a guest ale. The food

menu offers authentic American style BBQ with beef, pork and chicken.

There is also pizza, salad, macaroni cheese and Texas chili. A big-screen

TV and regular music events help to create an inviting atmosphere. -AH

 +81 45 264 4961  bairdbeer.com/en/tap/bashamichi.h

tml

 5-63-1 Sumiyoshi-cho, Yokohama
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Yokohama Brewery 

"Amazing Craft Beer"

Established in 1995, Yokohama Brewery is striding strong every since. The

head brewer, Gojo, along with pilsners, brews some amazing Belgian-

fashioned wheat beers, that are very creamy and frothy because of the

wheat. What's more, the brewery has won many awards for brewing

exceptional beer. You can enjoy food along with the beers in the

restaurant that is upstairs, enhancing the taste of beer all the more.

Yokohama Brewery covers a blissful experience, for you, with craft beer.

 +81 45 641 9901  www.yokohamabeer.com/  6-68-1 Sumiyoshi-cho, Yokohama
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Hoppisennin 

"Drinking With Zest"

Hoppisennin is a fun place to be in. This brewpub serves the famous beer-

flavored Hoppy, something which teetotalers can enjoy too, because of its

low to nil alcoholic content. The ambiance is lively, and beer is always on a

roll. The people around are fun as well, and you could just get chatty with

like-minded folks over a few drinks.

 +81 45 242 1731  1-1-214 Miyagawacho, Yokohama
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The Tavern 

"Popular Traditional English Pub"

Like its sister pubs in Tokyo, The Tavern pub serves good, traditional pub

food and a variety of English and Irish draft or bottled ales and beers to

help it down. It has a cozy, British atmosphere, even when it is crowded.

There is an extensive menu of British delights to choose from. Fish &

chips, probably the best in town. Add a portion of mushy peas to it. Then

choose the Shepherd's pie or the Cornish pasty if you prefer.The

traditional Roast Beef and Yorkshire pudding is another dish that you
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could order. Beers from England, Ireland and Even Australia you could

find here. If you are interested in sports you could watch them at the bar

while you relax with your drink.

 +81 45 322 9727  www.the-

tavern.com/index.html

 john@the-tavern.com  Nishiguchi Meiwa Building

B1, 2-14 Minami Saiwai-cho,

Nishi-ku, Yokohama
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The Hub 

"Gulping Down British Beer"

The Hub is a British pub, serving craft beer and food. The ambiance is as

rustic as a pub in England could be, and there's a wide range of beer,

whiskey, wine and cocktails, along with some English recipes of meat

tenderloin and seafood. The vibe of the place is lively and service is

efficient. You could also have your parties organized in there. The Hub is a

great place to hang out for some drinks after work, and on weekends.

 +81 335268681  www.pub-hub.com/  2-16-10 Tsuruyacho, Efutemu Ron

Building, 1F, Yokohama
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Spring Valley Brewery 

"Craft Beer At Its Best"

Spring Valley Brewery not only fulfils your liquid appetite with some

amazing craft beer, but also takes you through Japan's beer history. They

brew six different types of beer, all of them so colorful and so flavourful.

They have the Jazzberry, a fruit beer made from raspberry, with a lovely

ruby colour and an invigorating taste. The Afterdark, a dark beer, bitter

but smooth, should be tried if you're a beer connoisseur. They have

established pairings of food to go with the beer, so binge in some amazing

cuisines of the world along with the brews. Spring Valley Brewery is

where you experience fine craft beer with fine food.

 +81 45 506 3013  springvalleybrewery.jp/yokohama/  1-17-1 Namamugi, Kirin Beer Yokohama

Factory, Yokohama
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